This work presents a new algorithm for training recurrent neural networks (although ideas are applicable to feedforward networks as well). The algorithm is derived from a theory in nonconvex optimization related to the diffusion equation. The contributions made in this work are two fold. First, we show how some seemingly disconnected mechanisms used in deep learning such as smart initialization, annealed learning rate, layerwise pretraining, and noise injection (as done in dropout and SGD) arise naturally and automatically from this framework, without manually crafting them into the algorithms. Second, we present some preliminary results on comparing the proposed method against SGD. It turns out that the new algorithm can achieve similar level of generalization accuracy of SGD in much fewer number of epochs.
Introduction
Deep learning has recently beaten records in image recognition [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] , speech recognition [Hinton et al., 2012a] and has made significant improvements in natural language processing [Bahdanau et al., 2014 , Sutskever et al., 2014 . However, currently "training" deep networks, and specially recurrent neural networks (RNNs), is a challenging task [Martens and Sutskever, 2011] . To improve learning (in terms of convergence speed, attained training cost and generalization error) gradient based optimization methods are often used in combination with other techniques such as smart initialization [Sutskever et al., 2013] , layerwise pretraining [Bengio et al., 2007] , dropout [Hinton et al., 2012b] , annealed learning rate, and curriculum learning [Bengio et al., 2009] .
The difficulty in training deep networks is mainly attributed to their optimization landscape, where saddle points [Dauphin et al., 2014 , plateaus, and sharp curvatures are prevalent. A general strategy for tackling difficult optimization problems is the continuation method. This method gradually transforms a highly simplified version of the problem back to its original form while following the solution along the way. The simplified problem is supposedly easy to solve. Then, each intermediate subproblem is initialized by the solution from the previous subproblem until reaching the final problem (see Figure 1 ).
There are two loose ends for using optimization by continuation: 1. how to choose the simplified problem, 2. how to transform the simplified problem to the main task. For both of these questions, there are infinite answers. More precisely, given an objective function, there are infinite ways infinite smooth convex functions that could be used as initial "easy" task, and also infinite ways to gradually transform that to the main objective function. The quality of the solution attained by the continuation method critically depends on these choices. Recently we have proved that these choices can be made optimally via the diffusion equation [Mobahi and Fisher III, 2015] . Specifically, the objective function is considered as the initial heat distribution on a domain, and the heat is diffused over time according to the heat equation.
The solution to the heat equation on R n is known analytically: it is the convolution of the initial heat distribution (i.e., the objective function) with the Gaussian kernel. Obviously, convolution with the Gaussian kernel smoothes the objective function 1 . The bandwidth parameter σ of the Gaussian kernel determines the amount of smoothing. The algorithm for optimization by diffusion starts from a large σ (highly simplified objective function), and then follows the minimizer as σ shrinks toward zero (which leads to the original cost function).
The optimality result we derived in [Mobahi and Fisher III, 2015 ] is a stepping stone for developing practical algorithms. Specifically, it suggests using Gaussian convolution for creating intermediate optimization tasks, but it does not answer whether the resulted convolution could be computed efficiently or not. In fact, the answer to this question is problem specific. We have shown that for some family of functions such as multivariate polynomials, the resulted convolution can be computed in closed form [Mobahi, 2016] . In this work, we push that result further and show that, up to very reasonable approximation, common objective functions arising in deep learning also have a closed form Gaussian convolution. This is surprising because such objective function is highly nonlinear; involving a nested form of ill-behaved activation functions as such sign and ReLU.
By studying deep learning through the diffusion and continuation method, we discover two interesting observations. First, from theoretical viewpoint, some common and successful techniques to improve learning, such as noise injection [Hinton et al., 2012b] , layerwise pretraining [Bengio et al., 2007] , and annealed learning rate, automatically emerge from the diffused cost function. Therefore, this theory unifies some seemingly isolated techniques. Second, from a practical viewpoint, training deep networks by this method seems to result in a significant speed up compared to stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method. The preliminary results presented in this draft indicate up to 25% reduction in training time for learning RNNs.
This article is organized as follows. We first show that the diffused form of common activation functions has a closed form expression. After that, when we compute the diffused cost function for training a deep network, where the result depends on the diffused activation function introduced earlier. We discuss some properties of the diffused cost function and make connections to noise injection [Hinton et al., 2012b] , layerwise pretraining [Bengio et al., 2007] , and annealed learning rate. We conclude this article by presenting a preliminary evaluation of the proposed algorithm against SGD.
Optimization by Diffusion and Continuation
The optimality of using the diffusion equation for creating intermediate optimization problems is studied in our earlier work [Mobahi and Fisher III, 2015] . Briefly, diffusion is a relaxation of a time evolution process that converts an objective function to its convex envelope 2 [Vese, 1999] . The latter is a nonlinear partial differential equation that lacks a closed form, but once linearized, the heat equation (a special type of diffusion equation) arises,
Here f is the original objective function, and g is its time evolution according to the heat equation. Here ∆ x is the Laplace operator w.r.t. the variable x. Diffusion is a powerful tool for simplifying the objective function. For example, the number of local minima in the Ackley's function [Ackley, 1987] is exponential in the number of variables. By diffusing this function via the heat equation, however, all local minima eventually disappear (see Figure 2 ). 
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Optimization by Diffusion and Continuation
x k = Local minimizer of g(x; σ k ), initialized at x k−1 . 5: end for 6: Output: x m Going from the nonlinear PDE of [Vese, 1999] to the (linear) heat equation is computationally of great value. That is, the solution to the heat equation is known analytically [Widder, 1975] : it is the Gaussian convolution of the original (objective) function and the bandwidth parameter of the Gaussian determines the time point at which the diffused function is evaluated. Diffusion combined with the path following lead to a simple optimization algorithm listed in Algorithm 1.
Diffused Activation Functions
Let k σ (w) be the Gaussian kernel with zero mean and covariance σ 2 I. The diffused activation functions listed in Table 3 are simply obtained 3 by convolving them with the Gaussian k σ . Similar forms of smoothed ReLU and sign are used by [Zhang et al., 2015] with a fixed σ = 1 √ 2π
, for a proving learnability of deep networks.
3 All listed diffused functions are exact except tanh. Unfortunately, tanh kσ does not have a closed form. We leverage the approximation tanh(y) ≈ erf(
y). Notice that we know the exact diffused form for erf as listed in the table. Thus, by convolving both sides with kσ we obtain [tanh kσ](y) ≈ erf(
). The R.H.S. of the latter form can be again approximated via tanh(y) ≈ erf(
y). This leads to the approximate identity 
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Training RNNs

RNN Cost Function
Given a set of S training sequences, each of length T . Denote the s'th sequence by (x s,1 , y s,1 ), . . . , (x s,T , y s,T ) . Given some discrepancy function d. The problem of sequence learning by an RNN can be stated as below,
where a, b, m 0 , W , U and V are the weights of the network. Denote the dimension of x s,t and y s,t be X and Y respectively. Also denote the number of neurons by
Suppose m s,0 = m 0 , i.e. the initial state is independent of the training sequence. Here h is some activation function. When the argument of h is a vector, the result will be a vector of the same size, whose entries consists of the element-wise application of h. Treating each n s,t and m s,t as independent variables and forcing their definition (equality) by some penalty function, we arrive at the following unconstrained problem,
where the notation N and M are matrices whose columns are comprised of n s,t and m s,t for all choices of (s, t).
Letting, d(e) e 2 (mean squared error) and p(e) e 2 (quadratic penalty), the problem can be expressed as below,
Here λ determines the weight of the penalty for constraint violation.
Diffused Cost
When the objective function is evolved according to the diffusion equation (1), the diffused objective has a closed form expression. Specifically, it is obtained by the convolution of the original objective with the Gaussian kernel. This can be more formally expressed as the following. Arrange all optimization variables into a long vector w, i.e. w vec(a, b, m 0 , U , V , W , M , N ). Hence, the cost function can be denoted by f (w). The diffused cost function g is obtained by:
After computing this convolution, the variables in w can be replaced by their original names according to the arrangements made in w vec(a,
Denote the diffused form of the activation function
The diffused cost w.r.t. optimization variables has the following closed form (see Appendix A):
Here . F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
Approximate Diffused Cost
Ideal solution requires S × T auxiliary variables for n s,t and m s,t . This is not practical as often S is large. Thus, we resort to an approximate formulation here. Instead of solving for the optimal n s,t and m s,t , we fix them as below,
This allows us to drop n s,t and m s,t from the optimization variables. We computing the gradient, however, derivatives involving n s,t and m s,t must be handled carefully to recognize the dependency stated in (6). The simplified optimization problem is as below,
The gradient of this cost w.r.t. learning parameters are provided in Appendix B.
Properties of Diffused Cost
The optimization problem that arises from training a deep network is often challenging. Therefore, local optimization methods (e.g., SGD) are used with a combination of some helping techniques. Although these techniques seem disconnected from each other, some of them emerge automatically from the diffused cost function. Therefore, these techniques might be unified under one simple theory. These methods and their connection to the diffused cost are discussed in the following.
Careful Initialization
Local optimization methods are generally sensitive to initialization when it comes to nonconvex cost functions. Deep learning is not an exception [Sutskever et al., 2013 ]; a recent study shows that the performance of deep networks and recurrent networks critically depends on initialization [Safran and Shamir, 2015] . In contrast, the diffusion algorithm is deterministic and almost independent of initialization 4 for two reasons. First, after enough smoothing the cost function becomes unimodal, and in case of convexity, will have one global minimum. In fact, the minimizer of the heavily smoothed function coincides with its center mass [Mobahi, 2012] . Thus, diffusion provides an interesting deterministic initialization. Second, the update rules are completely deterministic (unless one chooses to use SGD instead of GD for local optimization in Algorithm 1) and no notion of randomness is involved in the updates.
Annealed Learning Rate
Each iteration of the gradient descent essentially sees the first order Taylor expansion of the cost function g(x) at the current estimate of the solution point x 0 . The linear approximation has good accuracy only within a small neighborhood of x 0 , say of radius ρ. Enforcing accuracy by the constraint x − x 0 ≤ ρ, we arrive at the following problem,
Using Lagrange multipliers method, the solution of this optimization turns out to be x * = x 0 − ρ ∇g (x0) ∇g(x0) . The radius ρ could be chosen intelligently, e.g., by restricting the tolerated amount of linearization error. Specifically, in order to ensure ∀x ;
pendix C for proof). Here c f is some number satisfying c f ≥
, which obviously exists when the norm is bounded.
Putting the pieces together, the solution of the linearized problem can be expressed as x * = x 0 − η σ ∇g (x0) ∇g(x0) , where η c f is a constant. This is essentially a gradient descent update with a specific choice of the step size. Since σ decays toward zero within the continuation loop, the step size (also called learning rate) anneals form an initially large value to eventually a small value.
Noise Injection
Injection of random noise into the training process can lead to more stable solutions. This is often crucial in order to obtain satisfactory generalization in deep learning. The well known dropout is a specific way of noise injection: in each iteration, it eliminates a random subset of nodes throughout the learning [Hinton et al., 2012b] . The stochasticity in SGD is another relevant example. It is known that SGD achieves better generalization compared to a full batch gradient descent. More recently, it has been shown that adding Gaussian noise to the computed gradient can significantly improve learning for very deep networks [Neelakantan et al., 2015] . Although these schemes differ in details, e.g., the distribution of the noise or how it is applied to the learning process, they share the same idea of noise injection in learning. It turns out that the diffused cost function also has this property. In order to see that, recall the definition of the diffused cost function from (5):
Thus, the gradient at a point w 0 has the following form.
This means if we were to approximate the gradient of the diffused cost by MCMC method, it would average over a number of noisified gradients. Specifically, the noise would be additive w.r.t. the weights of the network and it would have a normal distribution with zero mean and variance of σ 2 . The noise injection of (10) has also been used by [Bachman et al., 2014] via numerical sampling exactly as in (10). From a higher level perspective, this noise injection has some similarity to SGD; the latter also averages (over multiple epochs) the effect of noisified gradients.
A key advantage of using the diffusion framework for noise injection, however, is that the expected noisified gradient (the integral in (9)) has a closed form expression, while the other schemes are mainly sampling based. This leads to a huge computational gain for the diffusion method: while other methods would need a lot of sampling iterations in order to reach a reasonable approximation to the expected noisified gradient (and the number of these samples could grow exponentially in the number of weights), the diffusion method achieves this with almost no computational effort and without any sampling.
Layerwise Pretraining
We argue that when σ is large, the network only focuses on short range dependencies, and as σ shrinks toward zero, longer range dependencies are gradually learned. In order to see why this happens, let's for example inspect the partial gradient ∇ a g, which has the form T t=1 r t M t (see Appendix B for derivations and the definition of r t ), where M t I + V diag h (m t−1 ) M t−1 and M 1 I. Resolving the recursion in M t leads to,
When σ → ∞, all the sigmoid-like activation functions listed in (3) become flat and their gradient vanishes h σ → 0. This implies that by choosing σ large enough, one can find a small enough that satisfies diag( h σ ) ≤ . Since the contribution of each term in the above sum will be at most equal to its matrix norm, we can derive,
when σ is very large, and thus is very small, we can ignore all the terms involving , which leaves us with M t ≈ I. As we gradually reduce σ, and thus increase , we can reconsider terms involving smaller exponents, while the higher order terms still remain negligible. By gradually decreasing σ, M t can be approximated by I, then, I +V diag h σ (m t−1 ) , then I +V diag h σ (m t−1 ) + V h σ (m t−1 ) V h σ (m t−2 ) and so on. This is conceptually very similar to layerwise pretraining [Bengio et al., 2007] , as the learning in each layer starts from considering only its immediate previous layer and then gradually switches to the full consideration by considering larger and larger number of previous layers. For example, M t at the first layer (i.e., when t = 1) first considers contribution from itself only, then gradually introduces contribution from the second layer, and then from the third layer and so on.
Choice of the Activation Function
In order to implement the method, we need to obtain the explicit expressions of h σ and h 2 σ for a given activation function h. For example, suppose we set h(x) = erf(ax), where a is a parameter that determines the sharpness of the activation function. Note that lim a→∞ erf(ax) = sign(x) and erf(
The form of h σ can be already looked up from Table 3 , which is repeated below,
In the following, we only focus on h 2 σ . Unfortunately, h 2 σ (x) lacks a closed form expression. However, observe that erf
2 . This approximation has a reasonably good accuracy as shown in Figure 4 . Using this approximation, it follows that [erf
Preliminary Results
Here we present a comparison between SGD and the proposed diffusion framework. The hyperparameters in both methods are carefully searched to ensure a fair comparison. We use erf as the activation function. The task is to learn adding two numbers, and is adapted from [Martens and Sutskever, 2011] . The network consists of has 10 hidden units, and it has two inputs and one output. One of the input units reads a sequence of 10 real numbers, and the other a sequence of 10 binary numbers. The binary numbers are zero everywhere except two random locations. The task is to add the values from the first sequence, at the two locations marked by the second sequence. We trained the network by 1000 sequences, and generalization is computed from a test set of 100 sequences. The result is shown in the plots. The horizontal axis shows the generalization error, and the vertical axis shows how many epochs it takes to reach that generalization error. For example, with 50 batches of size 50 samples, in order to reach around error of 0.02, SGD (blue) needs about 90 epochs, while diffusion methods (red) needs about 20 epochs.
Related Works & Future Directions
This work specifically studies the use of the diffusion equation for optimizing the objective function in deep learning. However, there is a growing number of techniques by others that propose new algorithms for deep learning. Using tensor decomposition techniques, [Janzamin et al., 2015] offers new algorithms for deep learning with performance guarantee. A conceptually similar algorithm to ours is provided in [Hazan et al., 2015] . However, instead of computing the convolution analytically, the latter work relies on numerical sampling. It guarantees reaching the global minimum at a proved rate for certain objective functions.
This work relies on smoothing the objective function by convolving it with the Gaussian kernel. We have previously shown that this particular form of smoothing is optimal in a certain sense, by relating Gaussian convolution to a relaxation of the convex envelope. Although connection to the convex envelope is meaningful in the context of nonconvex objective functions, there are side benefits in smoothing even when the objective function is convex. For example, smoothing a nonsmooth convex objective function by convolution can improve the convergence rate of stochastic optimization algorithms [Duchi et al., 2012] .
As discussed in Section 5.3, smoothing can be considered as means to inject noise into the training process. The idea of noise injection is already used in methods such as SGD or dropout [Hinton et al., 2012b] in order to improve learning. The key advantage of our framework for noise injection, however, is that the noise injection can be achieved in closed form and without need of sampling. In order words, we can compute the effect of infinitely many noisified objective functions in closed form. This is similar to the idea of Marginalized Denoising Autoencoders (mDA) [Chen et al., 2014] , where the effect of infinitely many nosified inputs is marginalized to obtain a closed form expression. However, mDA limits the form of the injected noise. Specifically, the marginalized effect is only computable in a linear reconstruction setup (nonlinearity is applied only after computation of the marginalized reconstruction). In addition, mDA performs noise injection layer by layer in a greedy fashion. In contrast, our framework is able to compute closed form expression for the entire deep network and allowing full nonconvexity of the associated optimization, up to reasonable approximation.
Diffusion equation provides an approximate evolution toward the convex envelope. Consequently, it is not perfect: if global minimum is very narrow, diffusion can miss that minima in favor of a wider minimum whose value is slightly larger than the narrow global minimum (see Figure 7) . This may seem a disadvantage at the first glance. However, the wider minima are in fact more stable 5 , which could be more desired in practice, e.g. generalizing better. In fact, a recent analysis has shown that SGD attains better generalization when the objective function is smoother [Hardt et al., 2015] . Note that in our framework, initializing the algorithm with larger σ automatically provides a smoother surrogate cost function where unstable minima disappear. Thus, it is more likely to remain in the basin of attraction of the stable minima. A thorough investigation of how smoothing the cost function in the diffusion setting may improve the generalization performance is a direction for future research.
A closely related work to ours is Annealed Gradient Descent [Pan and Jiang, 2015] , where the objective landscape is also initially approximated by a smoother function and is gradually transformed to the original one. However, the unlike this work where Gaussian smoothing is theoretically motivated for nonconvex optimization [Mobahi and Fisher III, 2015] , in [Pan and Jiang, 2015] coarse-to-fine approximation of the objective function is based on heuristically motivated procedure. More precisely, the latter uses vector quantization methods in order to generate a code book by which the coarse cost function is approximated. Another difference between these two works is that the representation of the smoothed function in our framework is simpler, as we directly obtain a closed form expression of the objective function. that is a simpler setup than approx- Figure 7 : Starting from the original function at the bottom, moving upward the plots correspond to more aggressive smoothing (i.e. larger σ). The original function has three wide minima, and a narrow global minimum. Following the path of the minimizer from top to the bottom, it is obvious that the process misses the narrow global minimum and reaches one of the wider minima. However, among the three wide minima, it finds the lowest one.
imation by codebook generation.
Very recently, the diffusion process has been proposed for learning difficult probability distributions [Sohl-Dickstein et al., 2015] . In forward time diffusion, the method converts any complex distribution into a simple distribution, e.g., Gaussian. It then learns the reverse-time of this diffusion process to define a generative model distribution. By sampling from such trained model, the authors have achieved inpainting of missing regions in natural images.
Appendices A Diffused RNN Training Cost
Diffusing the cost function w.r.t. a, b, U , V , W yields 6 ,
Smoothing w.r.t. m t and n t leads 7 to,
+ λ W h(m t ) + b − n t 2 + U x t + V h(m t−1 ) + a − m t 2 (16) +σ 2 Y (2 + h(m t ) 2 ) + σ 2 H(2 + x t 2 + h(m t−1 ) 2 ) (17)
Discarding constants terms, i.e. those that do not depend on neither of optimization variables a, b, U , V , W , M , N , simplifies the diffused cost to the following, T t=1 h(n t ) − y t 2 + h 2 (n t ) 2 − h(n t ) 2
+ λ W h(m t ) + b − n t 2 + U x t + V h(m t−1 ) + a − m t 2 (21)
6 We use the fact that convolution of (x T y) 2 with kσ(x) is (x T y) 2 + σ 2 y 2 . 7 We use the identity that convolution of Ah(x) + b 2 with kσ(x) is equal to Ah(x) + b 2 + A diag( h 2 (x)) 2 F − A diag( h(x)) 2 F .
B Gradient of Diffused Cost
Below denotes the element-wise product of two matrices. 
= t I 2 h (n t ) ( h(n t ) − y t ) + h 2 (n t ) − 2 h (n t ) h(n t ) (25) = t h 2 (n t ) − 2 h (n t ) y t .
= 2λW diag
r t h 2 (n t ) − 2 h (n t ) y t T W diag( h (m t )) +λ h 2 (m t ) − 2 h (m t ) h(m t ) 
Q t dm t dm 0 = ∂m t ∂m t−1 Q t−1 = V diag h (m t−1 ) Q t−1 (55)
C Bounding Linearization Error
Proposition 1 Assume n ≥ 5, c f ≥
